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Nexen roadian at tires

The Nexen Rodian A/T Pro RA8 all-terrain tyres are designed to drive on the toughest off-road terrain and are gentle enough to use normal highways. For drivers who want total freedom for weather or The Rodian A/T Pro RA8, they are sold as heavy-duty all-terrain tires with a focus on reliability, long tread life and performance. Crafted
from Nexen's proprietary tread compound, the model's tread pattern is shaped symmetrically with a staggered central lip. Additional design elements include dual treadblocks, micro grooves and biting edges that push dirt, mud and gravel to improve traction on wet roads or challenging terrain. In addition, wide shoulder blocks are made to
increase handling when driving on the road. Despite this long design feature, this Nexen tire promises a quiet, smooth ride. Internally, the twin steel belts are reinforced with a double layer of nylon for added strength and durability. The polyester case provides a ride experience throughout the speed range of the highway. The Rodian A/T
Pro RA8 is available in a variety of 15-20-inch sizes with LT and non-LT models. Nexen offers drivers a 40K mile warranty for LT size and a 50K mile warranty on non-LT sizes. Prosgood performance is not bad for wet and dry traction, such as for light snowrides and noise textures, which can result in some improvements in heavy
machinery and slightly higher overall overall performance due to reasonable prices. You can expect to find the same performance characteristics as larger-named tires, but the cost will be much less. The Rodian A/T Pro RA8 is available in a variety of sizes, so it's not hard to find one that meets your LT or non-LT requirements. Compared
to similar tyres in its class, these tires bring a lot to the table. The very rough off-road terrain is not a strong suit, but it provides solid performance on and off the road. Dust, gravel, moderate mud, grass and other terrain light is where you feel at home. Like most all-terrain tires, the Rodian RA8 can provide some traction in winter driving
conditions, and light snow and ice grips are better than many other A/T tires at similar price points, but of course this performance cannot match what you get from dedicated winter tires. In addition, fuel efficiency tends to fall on more robust all-terrain tires, which can result in a slight reduction in fuel economy. Overall, the Nexen A/T RA8
is a great option to get you and your vehicle wherever you need to get off the road. Which vehicle is suitable for the Nexen A/T Pro RA8 to shop on Amazon.com now? (This is not a complete list of all vehicles with these tires. Trailblazer, Silverado, Avalanche, TahoeDodge Durango, Ram, DakotaFord Escape, Explorer, Sport Trac,
EdgeGMC Envoy, SierraHonda CR-V, PilotIsuzu TrooperJeep Grand Cherokee, Liberty, CommanderMercury Mariner, MountaineerMitsubishi MonteroNissan Murano, Titan, FrontierToyota 4Runner, Highlander, Sequoia, TundraTire Sizes15″LT 235/75R15 104/101R RWL 235/75R15 105S RWL LT 30X9.50R15 104S RWL LT
31X10.50R15 109S RWL16″255/65R16 109T BSW 235/70R16 106S RWL 245/70R16 107S BSW 255/70R16 111S RWL 265/70R16 112S RWL LT 225/75R16 115/112R BSW LT 245/75R16 120/116R RWL 245/75R16 111S RWL LT 265/75R16 123/120R RWL 265/75R16 116S RWL LT 215/85R16 115/112R RWL LT 235/85R16
120/116R BSW17″235/65R17 104S BSW 245/65R17 107S BSW 255/65R17 110S RWL 265/65R17 112T RWL 275/65R17 115T BSW 285/65R17 116S BSW LT 245/70R17 119/116S RWL 245/70R17 110S RWL LT 265/70R17 121/118S BSW 265/70R17 115S RWL LT 245/75R17 121/118S BSW LT 235/80R17 120/117R
RWL18″265/60R18 110T BSW 285/60R18 116S BSW 265/65R18 114S BSW 275/65R18 116T BSW20″275/55R20 XL 117T BSW 275/60R20 115S BSWPrice RangeNexen Roadian A/T Pro RA8 prices range from approximately $97 and up. You can also find occasional rebates, discount prices, coupons and special offers on these tires.
Currently shopping at Amazon.comWarrantyNexen, you get a 50,000-mile tread warranty for non-LT sizes and a 40,000-mile warranty on the LT size of the Rodian AT Pro RA8. Tire uniformity ensures the first 2/32 inch wear. Materials and workmanship are guaranteed for four years and include free replacement during the first 6 months
or 2/32 inch wear. The proportionally distributed amount is given for the remainder or up to the tread depth of the last 2/32 inches. Share this review: Chris K | On January 14, 2018, the truck had only about six weeks of tires, so we can't comment on mileage, but we've seen the following observations so far. 1. Quiet 2. Comfortable 3.
Good traction on ice wraps covered with dry, wet, snow. I'm impressed so far, it appears to be a great value for the price &gt; written by: DBradley | Updated with the first review on January 05, 2018. We've put 35,000 miles into Nexen and we've been very impressed so far. They seem to go 35,000 miles easily before hitting the wear bar.
They are good in snow and ice, good in rain, and good for dry packaging. I had a lot of camping and had no problems during tow. They got me out of the nasty mud pit of the campsite where the trailer was connected and the truck sank on the axle. They sling the mud and clean it up with a little throttle. I don't think there are any other tires
within $50 per comparable tire range. If only off-road features are tire performance requirements, there is no shortage of options. However, if you want off-road functionality as well as on-road comfort, we've identified 4 seasons (including winter) traction and low traction. The field is significantly narrowed. The Nexen Rodian A/T Pro RA8 is
the only tire that meets all of the above criteria. Nexen may not be the most associated brand with all-terrain tires, but given the positives, it's no wonder that the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 has received the highest rating among TireBuyer.com 4x4 enthusiasts. Here are 10 reasons to check out the Nexen Rodian A/T Pro RA8: 1. While it offers
legitimate all-terrain/off-road technology + features, the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 is not a full-fledged muslinger, and the range of integrated off-road tire technology cannot be sneezed. The Rodian A/T Pro features many legitimate muddy terrain tire features: dual tread blocks spill gravel, and off-road performance wide shoulder blocks prevent
damage from the edges of debris-reinforced bites that dig rough terrain to facilitate stable handling. The tricky, variable off-road terrain open outer shoulder design optimizes mud extraction (also reduces heat on the road) and the Sipe-in-groove design helps to prevent rocks and debris from staying on the tread, while also contributing to
mud extraction the Dowon A/T Pro for off-road performance 9, which means nipping away on the heel of the purpose of, meaning nipping away on the foot of the purpose of it. (The Rodian MTX is Nexen's flagship off-road tire.) In The Rodian A/T Pro Action, the talent in the harsh conditions of the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 is not limited to offroad environments. If you're planning to use all-terrain tires in true winter weather, ra8 will come back. All sizes of RA8 qualify for serious eye service. In other words, tires meet North America's highest testing standards, especially for snow traction. Traction credentials are displayed in the tire sidewall's 3-peak mountain snowflake symbol.
(For more information, what is the mountain snowflake symbol in Tires?) 3. On-load comfort and performance priorities 2000 miles down, these tires exceeded my expectations in almost every category! Quiet, smooth, large traction, hydro-planning and negligible changes in gas mileage. In fact, it is equivalent to all the seasons I have
tires... These are similar in riding comfort and quiet. – Nexen Rodian A/T Pro RA8 TireBuyer.com user reviews are quiet and very limited, and inconspicuous distance compromise is the subject of RA8 user feedback. The RA8 does not consistently remind you of off-road functions when driving on normal roads, or lacks grip on wet roads.
The multi-sequence tread design at the center and shoulders provides optimum noise, wear and drainage performance. (NexenTireUSA.com) (TireBuyer.com Insight: A key characteristic that separates street all-terrain tires such as RA8 from more rigid muddy terrain. On the paved surface is often very vocal. In most cases, mud terrain
tires are best reserved for those who need extreme off-road performance and/or atypical on-road durability requirements such as very heavy carrying missions.) 4. Treadlife warranty backs up to 50,000 miles on-road performance, the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 50,000 mile tread life warranty and claims of distance value. There is no doubt that
RA8 is built to perform on the road in the long run. (See Understanding Tire Warranty for more information). 5. The maximum E load range (10 ply) big brother Rodeian MTX provides some of the very high load range in the market, but the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 is also not slouch in this department. If high load capacity is required or
preferred for transport and/or traction, the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 is available in load range E in many popular tire sizes and specifications. (The load range measures the maximum load capacity of the tire, more details: What is the tire flip rating?) 6. For Nexen's safe roadside support program, if the tire fails or the tire fails, Nexen will install it
with a free roadside adventure for up to 36 months after purchase. Tow trucks are not cheap. This demonstrates Nexen's confidence in the robustness and incredible reliability of the RA8. Due to the improved tread/configuration properties that create a wide range of features for all terrain tires, clicking on larger images is expected to pay a
premium price. The Rodian A/T RA8 has an advantage over most all-terrain competitors in the pricing department and may be less expensive than the vehicle's Original Equipment (OE) tires. For example, the Lodian A/T Pro RA8 in size LT265/70R17 is almost $200 less per set than the main alternative all-terrain tires. (Check the Tire
Buyer Coupons and Rebates page for more potential savings.) 8. Rodian A/T RA8 is approved by the user and does not take an unknown flyer of Rodian A/T Pro RA8. With more than 100 reviews recorded by discerning TireBuyer.com shoppers, the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 has a total score of 4.7/5. More than 96% of user ratings are 4 or 5
stars, and the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 also scored well across the entire tire performance category. TireBuyer.com customer's favorite. Click to see a larger image. Available in 55 sizes, the Rodian A/T Pro RA8 is the right oe (original equipment) for 4x4 and needs to be supplied as a source for an additional set of wheels. 10. The Rodian A/T
Pro RA8 can deliver ra8 pickups quickly and free today, and can generally be shipped free of charge to priority installers or preferred installers who provide same-day or next-day service. Have questions about nexen Rodian A/T Pro RA8 Additional all terrain options for 4x4? We love talking about tires. Call us at 866-961-8668. 866-9618668.
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